Abstract. In this study, we report cytogenetic findings in two cases of malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor (MPNST) with hypodiploid karyotypes. A G-band technique, multicolor fluorescence in situ hybridization (m-FISH) and comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) were used and compared in this investigation. In both tumors, the G-band and m-FISH analysis demonstrated multiple rearrangements on chromosomes 1-5, 8-12, 15-17, 20 and 21, whereas CGH exhibited gains at 8q and 4q. Both of the structural aberrations and the genomic imbalances of the chromosomes may play an important role in the pathogenesis and development of MPNST. No cytogenetic abnormalities specific for MPNST were found in the present cases or in other previously reported cases. This may reflect the diversity or heterogeneity of MPNST that exhibit various clinical and histological features. However, there are few cases described in detail on a morphologic pattern of MPNST, a correlation between the cytogenetic aberrations and the histologic patterns are still uncertain.

Introduction

Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor (MPNST) is a rare neoplasm arising from peripheral nerves and can occur sporadically or in association with neurofibromatosis 1 (NF1; von Recklinghausen's disease) (1). Although it clearly originates from peripheral nerves, MPNST is one of the most difficult diagnoses in pathology owing to its morphologic diversity. In only 50% of MPNST, immunohistochemical examination shows a positive reaction to the neural marker S-100 protein (2).

Cytogenetic analyses of MPNST have been reported in more than 100 cases. Their chromosome ploidy distributes between hypodiploid and tetraploid, some tumors have been described as hypodiploid (3-8). Regardless of ploidy range, however, karyotypes of MPNST exhibit complex abnormalities with numerical and structural changes (3-13). Cytogenetic aberrations on chromosomes 1, 2, 5, 7-9, 11-14, 17, 18 and 22 were found to be the most frequent, although no consistent karyotypic patterns have been detected (3-18).

In the present study, we examined the cytogenetic details of two tumors of myxoid MPNST with hypodiploid karyotypes by combining conventional G-band, multicolor fluorescence in situ hybridization (m-FISH) and comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) techniques, and compared the results with existing cytogenetic information of MPNST to consider its relevance to carcinogenesis.

Materials and methods

Clinical data

Case 1. A 46-year-old man noticed a painless mass on the left side of his neck. The mass was excised and diagnosed histologically as MPNST; the patient showed no clinical signs of neurofibromatosis. Three years later, a recurrent tumor developed at the same site and was surgically removed. One year later, the tumor recurred for a third time at the same site and was again excised. A sample was collected for cytogenetic analysis from the initial recurrent tumor.

Case 2. A 70-year-old man had low back pain for a period of 4 years. He felt pain in his left leg for one month and it became difficult to walk. A computer tomography (CT) evaluation revealed a tumor in his left buttock. The tumor was surgically removed and diagnosed as MPNST; no clinical signs of neurofibromatosis were present.

Cytogenetic analysis. We received tissue samples from the recurrent tumor in case 1 and from the primary gluteal tumor in case 2. Tumor tissues from each patient were disaggregated with collagenase, cultured and harvested as previously described (19). The trypsin-Giemsa banding technique was performed for the karyotypic analysis. The karyotype was expressed according to the detailed system of the International System for Human Cytogenetic Nomenclature (ISCN 1995) (20). A multicolor painting was employed with the 24XCyte mFISH probe kit according to the recommendations of the manufacturer (Meta systems GmbH, Germany). Slides were
observed with a Zeiss Axioplan 2 microscope (Carl Zeiss Jena GmbH, Jena, Germany). Images were captured with a Sensys CCD camera and analyzed by using the automated mFISH analysis software (MetaSystems, Altlusheim, Germany) based on the digital image analysis system (Isis, Carl Zeiss Vision, Oberkochen, Germany).

Comparative genomic hybridization. DNA was extracted from fresh frozen tissues and labeled directly with fluorescein-12-dUTP (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) by nick translation (Vysis, Downers Grove, IL). SpectrumRed (Vysis) was used as the reference DNA and the hybridization procedure was carried out as described by Koga et al (18). Three-color CGH signals (red for reference DNA, green for tumor DNA and blue for counterstaining) were captured using a Zeiss Axioplan 2 microscope (Carl Zeiss Jena GmbH) and analyzed with Isis/CGH software (Metasystems, Altlussheim, Germany). At least 10 representative images were analyzed to detect increases and decreases of DNA sequence copy numbers on the chromosome. The chromosomal regions with a green/red ratio above 1.20 were considered to have gained DNA sequence copy numbers, whereas regions with a ratio below 0.80 were considered to have lost DNA copy numbers. These cut-off values were based on measurements from a series of normal mail/femail control. Heterochromatic, centromeric and telomeric regions, the short arm of the acrocentric chromosomes and Y chromosome were excluded from evaluation, because these are known to be areas in which hybridization is unreliable (21).

Pathologic evaluations. Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue samples were used for light microscopy studies.

Serial 3-μm thick sections were prepared on glass slides and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). For immunocytochemistry of paraffin-embedded sections, antigen retrieval was performed for EMA, CytokeratinAE1/AE3, NSE, CD34, CD56, CD57, vimentin and p53 (clone DO-7) by using microwave pretreatment in standard citrate buffer (0.01 M, pH 6.0). The summary of immunohistochemical conditions is listed in Table I. The samples were reacted with each of the primary antibodies for 1 h at room temperature. The bound antibodies were visualized using a labeled streptavidin-biotin system and an alkaline phosphatase technique. The samples were reacted with each of the primary antibodies for 1 h at room temperature. The bound antibodies were visualized using a labeled streptavidin-biotin system and an alkaline phosphatase technique.

Results

Pathologic findings. In case 1, the tumor showed a mixed proliferation of atypical spindle cells and round or stellate cells in a delicate fibrillar matrix. The tumor exhibited wide myxoid areas alternating with dense hypercellular foci and increased perivasculare cellularity (Fig. 1a). Mitotic figures including abnormal forms were found among the tumor cells.

In case 2, the tumor showed proliferation of spindle-shaped cells with plump or wavy nuclei and fine, eosinophilic cytoplasm in a prominent myxomatous background (Fig. 1b).

Table I. Antibodies and immunohistochemical conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antibodies</th>
<th>Dilution</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Pretreatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vimentin</td>
<td>1:100</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-100</td>
<td>Prediluted</td>
<td>Nishirei, Japan</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSE</td>
<td>1:200</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leu7 (CD 57)</td>
<td>1:50</td>
<td>BK</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD34 (My10)</td>
<td>1:40</td>
<td>BK</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMA</td>
<td>1:100</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK AE1/AE3</td>
<td>1:50</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK 7</td>
<td>1:50</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAM5.2</td>
<td>Prediluted</td>
<td>BK</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD56</td>
<td>1:25</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desmin</td>
<td>1:100</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHF35</td>
<td>1:50</td>
<td>Enzo, NY, USA</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α-SMA</td>
<td>1:100</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMB45</td>
<td>1:50</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyoD1</td>
<td>1:100</td>
<td>Dako</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p53 (DO7)</td>
<td>1:100</td>
<td>Novocastra, UK</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EMA, epithelial membrane antigen; NSE, neuronspecific enolase; Dako, Dakopatts, Denmark; BK, Becton-Dickinson.

Figure 1. (a), The tumor is composed of a mixture of spindle cells, polygonal cells and a few bizarre giant cells. A prominent myxoid feature is seen (H&E). Scale bar, 100 μm. (b), Section shows spindle-shaped cells with wavy nuclei in a myxomatous background (H&E). Scale bar, 100 μm.
Moderate nuclear atypia, scattered mitotic figures and focal neocrosis were observed.

In both cases the tumor cells showed positive reactions for NSE, CD56 and vimentin. S-100 protein and CD57 were also positive in some cells. The tumor cells were uniformly negative for cytokeratin7, cytokeratin AE1/AE3, CAM5.2, HMB45, MyoD1, HHF35, desmin, EMA and CD34. Positive immunoreactions for p53 were observed in more than 60% of the tumor cell nuclei in case 1 and more than 10% of the tumor cell nuclei in case 2.

Cytogenetic analysis. In case 1, 26 days of culture produced adequate metaphases whereas cultures sustained for 2, 12 and 23 days produced no metaphases. Twenty-three metaphases were analyzed and the modal chromosomal number was 34. The karyotype based on G-band (Fig. 2a) in combination with mFISH (Fig. 3a) showed hypodiploidy with complex abnormalities (Table II).

In case 2, 18 adequate metaphases were obtained at 53 days of culture and the cells passaged twice during cultivation. Forty-five metaphases were analyzed and the modal chromosomal number was 34. The karyotype based on G-band (Fig. 2b) in combination with mFISH (Fig. 3b) showed hypodiploidy with complex abnormalities (Table II).

Comparative genomic hybridization. In case 1, the gains of DNA sequences were observed for 4q28-qter, 8q, 17q22-qter and the losses of DNA sequences were observed for 4p14-ppter (Fig. 4a).

In case 2 the gains of DNA sequences were observed for 1q21.3-q24, 2p22-ppter, 2q12-q14, 2q24-q32, 4p14-ppter, 4q26-qter, 5p14-p15.2, 5q32-qter, 7p13-pter, 8q12-q21.1,
12q13→q21, 15q14→q24, 21q11.1→q22.1; no DNA sequence losses were observed in case 2 (Fig. 4b).

Discussion

Histologically, malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor (MPNST) is composed chiefly of spindle-shaped cells mixed with round or stellate cells. A differential diagnosis of malignancy therefore includes various spindle cell malignancies such as monophasic fibrous synovial sarcoma, fibrosarcoma, leiomyosarcoma, hemangiopericytoma and clear cell sarcoma (1). Both cases lacked signs of neurofibromatosis 1 (NF1) and it was difficult to make a precise diagnosis based solely on histological findings; we therefore carried out immunohistochemical staining of the tumors to establish the diagnosis. The tumor cells showed positive immunoreactivities for vimentin and neural markers including NSE, S-100 protein, CD56 and CD57 and they were uniformly negative for myogenic, epithelial and melanocytic markers. On the basis of these results, the diagnosis of MPNST was established in both cases.
In recent years, many cytogenetic analyses of MPNST have been carried out utilizing the conventional G-band procedure and comparative genomic hybridization (CGH). As a result of these efforts, more than 100 cases of cytogenetic studies in which approximately 80 cases of chromosomal aberrations have been reported (3-18). The majority of them displayed highly complex karyotypes with many numerical and structural alterations. Their chromosome numbers varied with tetraploidy from hypodiploid range. Many chromosomal imbalances per sample were also detected by CGH.

In the present cases, both tumors displayed the hypodiploid karyotype with complicated aberrations and some unclassified marker chromosomes. With the combination of G-band and m-FISH analyses, some unclassified marker chromosomes detected by G-banding are composed of various portions of the affected chromosomes (arrows).

Figure 3. Complete m-FISH karyotypes in pseudo colors [(a1), case 1; (b1), case 2], and reverse DAPI banding pattern form the metaphase [(a2), case 1; (b2), case 2]. Some unclassified marker chromosomes detected by G-banding are composed of various portions of the affected chromosomes (arrows).
chromosomes could be identified (Fig. 2). A number of these chromosomes were proved to be composed of various portions of the affected chromosomes (Fig. 3). These results confirm the usefulness of m-FISH in the diagnosis of difficult cases of chromosomal aberration. As the structural aberrations were very complex and involved the frequent insertion or deletion of a single band, we were not able to determine even the chromosome number in some marker chromosomes. In a few

Figure 4. CGH single profiles of test to reference fluorescent intensity for each chromosome. Gains are shown on the right side of the profiles and the losses on the left by black bars (a), case 1; (b), case 2. Heterochromatic, centromeric and telomeric regions, the short arm of the acrocentric chromosomes and Y chromosome were excluded from the analysis and shown by the gray bars.
instances, many rearrangements were distributed randomly throughout the entire length of the chromosome.

Recently published results highlight a recurrent pattern of chromosomal imbalance by CGH. The recurrent gains of chromosome 1q, 5p, 6p, 7, 8q, 12, 13q, 15 and 17q the most frequent losses of chromosomes 1p, 9p, 11p, 17p and 17q have been reported (3-18). Loss of chromosome 9p is the most common feature in MPNST. CDKN2A has been mapped to 9p21 as a candidate tumor suppressor gene. The CDKN2A encodes p16 and p14ARF and inactivation of this gene impairs both RB1 and TP53 tumor suppressor pathways, respectively (22,23). Tumor suppressor genes p53 and NF1 are located on 17p12 and 17q11.2, respectively. Functional inactivation of these genes may play an important role in MPNST progression and development (9,24,25). Putative tumor suppressor genes located on chromosomes 1p and 11q are still unknown. In the present cases, we detected the gain of chromosome 17q by CGH. Whereas we were unable to identify genomic imbalances using conventional banding analysis because of complicated aberrations of karyotype, however, structural imbalances using conventional banding analysis because of CGH. Whereas we were unable to identify genomic imbalances using conventional banding analysis because of CGH. Whereas we were unable to identify genomic imbalances using conventional banding analysis because of CGH. Whereas we were unable to identify genomic imbalances using conventional banding analysis because of CGH. Whereas we were unable to identify genomic imbalances using conventional banding analysis because of CGH.

The half-life of the wild-type NF1 gene product is much shorter than that of mutated p53 gene products; this may explain the overexpression of p53 immunoreactivity (24,25).

CGH analysis of our tumors demonstrated that gains were more frequent than losses. This result supports the hypothesis that a proto-oncogene is predominant during tumor progression (16). In case 1, CGH analysis demonstrated that the recurrent tumor had the gain of 17p22-pter. This agrees with a previous report that suggested that the gain of 17q is associated with poor clinical outcome in MPNST (15,17). In case 2, CGH analysis found gains on chromosomes 5p, 7, 8q, 12 and 15. Gains in these chromosomes have been detected in several tumor types (26,27).

In our two cases, the commonly affected chromosomes detected by G-band, m-FISH and CGH analysis were chromosomes 4 and 8. Gains of 4q28-pter and 8q12-21 were detected by CGH analysis. The gain in chromosome 4q detected by CGH analysis has been reported previously in peripheral nerve sheath tumors (18); however, the relationship between the aberration of 4q and pathogenesis in MPNST is not clarified. Although the gain in 8q occurs frequently in sporadic and NF1-associated MPNST, it also occurs in various kinds of malignant solid tumors (10,12,17,26,27). The gain of 8q might therefore be associated with malignant tumor progression rather than the pathogenesis of MPNST.

These findings agree with a previous report that suggests MPNST develop by multi-step process with several genetic events (16). Several tumor suppressor genes and proto-oncogenes may contribute to tumorigenesis, development and progression in MPNST. This may explain the fact that in spite of many reports of numerical and structural cytogenetic aberrations in MPNST, an aberration common to all MPNST has not been found yet. Incidentally various combinations of genetic changes may reveal various histological patterns in MPNST. MPNST is one of the most difficult diagnoses in pathology due to the heterogeneity of their constituent cells and the morphologic diversity. However, there are not sufficient cases described in detail to suggest a correlation between phenotypic and genotypic features in MPNST. It is therefore necessary to investigate the possibility of a relationship between the histological patterns and the cytogenetic changes in a large series of MPNST.
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